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Editorial
un April 16th will be the 50th running of the Fortland Boys
Club 5-Mile Road Race which is second only to the Baa Narathon
among the oldest races in New England. However, in the pure
sense of the word "road race", the
5-Miler is the oldest in
this part of the country.
The event dates back to 1930, when
ten runners (6 of whom finished) left the starting line to circle
the flat bay loop course*
Among those handful of competitors
was Bart Peverada who has directed the race for the past 25 years
and who is the prime subject of this editorial.
After all, no
one knows more about this race nor is more a part of this race’s
history than its long-time promoter and leader.
During the first thre^ years, starting in 1930, the FBC 5-Kiler
was accompanied by an 8-miler but the latter was discontinued
because the vast majority of the runners preferred to run the
5-mile course.
Over the years the PBC race route has changed slightly because
of road construction, for one thing, and as you will note from the
winning times over the years (listed in this issue) the course
variation is quite obvious.
Bart Peverada has been employed with the Portland Boys Club
since he was eighteen,
as noted earlier, he ran in the first race
and since that time he has been involved with the event in some
capacity, either as a scorer,timer, or director. A trackman in
high school, B;irt was one of the people who made initial prepar
ation to sponsor the first
event and since he was working at
the Boys Club, that organization carried the sponsorship and it
still does.
Bart remarked that all the help which has be^n provided in
the conduct of the race has been volunteered by interested indi
viduals and this still holds true today.
Typically, he has had
the Portland chief of police fire the starting gun.
Even though
Bart will be taking his final stand as director this year, he
intends to help with the race in the years to come.
With the size of the starting fields growing tremendously
every year, I asked Bart how this effected his race and whether
or not he applauded the increased running interest. He remarked
that the two main problems he had encountered in th*3 last few
years had been the congestion at the finish-line and the traffic
problem created on the bridge at the end of the bay.
The finish
line difficulties may vory well be over this year with the incor
poration of the Maine Track Club’s new method which was used
very effectively at the recent Roland Dyer Race in Portland.
The
difficulty on the bridge has resulted from the speed of the oncoming
traffic on this section of the Course and the fact that the runners
have to cross the road at some point before continuing on into the
final mile.
In a 5-mile race, Bart felt that a managable field would be
somewhere in th range of 350 runners.
This year, the runners may
very well raach *+50 or more, in the estimation of veteran race
director, runner, and club president Brian Gillespie.
Peverada thinks that the recent growth in running popularity is
great and he particularly enjoys seeing more women a nd families
involved in the sp'ort.
In 1972, Robin Emery became the first woman

to compete In the race.
Bart felt that the national exposure
given to Joan Benoit has done great things for womens running,,
Peverada emphasized in his discussion with me that the most
important rule to follow when organizing any event is to stick
with the established rules and make no exceptions.
This point
was demonstrated in 1976, whe Hank Pfiefle tried to post-enter
(at the time, post entries were not accepted) and was refused,
but Pfiefle ran the race unoffically, pacing eventual winner
Jim Doane. Courteously stepping out of the race a few yards
before the finish line, Pfiefle followed Peverada’s rule to the
letter and in the process pleased me because I was about 60
yards down the road and ended up in second place. Nice guy
Bart, keep it up.

LANDERS

Race winners at
the season-opener
Roland Dyer Memorial
10 K at Riverside,
Portland

Ken Flanders

Joan Benoit

Dennis Morrill- race
director - at work

Michael Westphal of
UMO and Cranberry Island
3rd place

Dyer Memorial
Veteran racer, Diane
Fournier of Bailey
Andy Palmer, Presque
Island, finishing 5"th
Isle, placed 2nd-31;02
among women-M :23

Races

Max.—M Calais-tn Eastpart 29-411 ler and So Kilometer Rung
register at the Custom House, Calais.
10:00 start.
Course! very scenic with many long hills; open competition,
2-(man or woman teams), 3-man or woman teams, h—man or woman
teams accepted; All runners must provide their own transpor
tation and water along the route. Director: Dale Lincoln,
Box 168, Perry, Me. 0*+667.
726-3907
Apr. 1
The April First 15-2 Mile Boston Primer
at Maranacook
Cummunity School, Readfield, Me.
12:00
Entry: $2o00
Course: paved roads, scenic and fairly hilly, circling Maranacook
Lake; Director: Marty Thornton , 1*+O Water St., Hallowell, Me.
O*+3*+7.
Phone: 623-3682 (office), 289-2711 (home).
Apr- 1 Roma Road Race
Portland
5*8 miles
1:00
Register at the Roma, 769 Congress St., Portland
11:00 to
12:*+5, Course: 1 loop, small hill at 3.5 miles. Director:
Wayne Clark, *+*+ Stevens Ave., Portland, Me. 0*+102 775-02*48
Apr- 8 ■ 11 th Apniial SMVTI Road RnO.
7.6 miles;
1:00
at SMVTI, Fort Rd. South Portland, Me. 0M06;
course: rolling
out and back with hills; Director: John Dakin, SMVTI, Fcrt Rd,
So. Portland, Me. 0*+106
$2.00 entry; 797-359*+

Apr- 8
National AA.U Women* 1Q Kilometer Championship
Albany, N.Y.
Katie Williams, Fleet Feet of America, 1593
Central AVe., Albany, N.Y. 12205
Apr- 16 50th Annual Portland Boys ..Club 5-Mile Road RaCe._. 12:00
at the Portland Boys Club, 277 Cumberland Ave., Portland, Me. 0*+111
Course: rolling aid flat, 1 loop; Director: Bart Feverada, Port
land Boys Club, 277 Cumberland Ave., 799-7931

Apr.. 2-1 16th Annual Lewiston Park* & Rec. Dept./Lamey-We 1.1 ehan
Tlirea in .Una Jioad Race .
at the Parks & Rec. Dept., 65 Central
ave., Lewiston.
Director:
Peter Marczak, Assist. Director of
Recreation, Parks & Rec. Dept., 65 Central >sve., Lewiston 0*+2*+0
782-0105 1-Mile (for 13 & under)- 10:00;
5 K (for 1*+-17) - 10:30;
10 K ( for 18 & over) - 11:00.
*Note: the distances of these races
have been changed since the last issue)
Apr. 22 Colby .College Women’s
11:00 at the Colby Fieldhouse,
hilly, 1 loop. Director: Barb
Waterville, Me. 0*+901
Phone:

3-Mile Road Race
Colby College, Waterville.
Course:
Neal, Box 1103, Colby Colleg
873-1131 (home)

APZ-. 28

at Westbrook College, Portland.
12:00
*+-miles;
$2.00 entry;
Course, flat, few hills. Director: Bob
Hodgdon, Westbrook
was uufouk College
^unege, 716
/ iu Stevens
elevens Ave.,
a
Portland, Me.
Phone: 797-7261 (office), 883-*+5l6 (home)
Apr., 29 Cnldsmiths 2nd Annual 1*t Mi Ig. Runners Cla ssic.
at lid Town High School;
10:00; Course: basically flat with a few

*+

long hills. $3.00 entry fee. Director: Norm
Boucher, 476 So. Main St,, Old Town, Me. 0^468
Phoned 827-5lH8 (home)
R-RCA

Harrie.rs_.Glub. ihYitatlonal
- Auburn
12:00,
10,000 meters; Course- long gradual hills >
rolling;
$2.00 entry; Director: Norris Ingersoll, Auburn
Parks d Rec. Dept., Pptt.ingal Park, Auburn, Me. 04210.
Phone: 783-9816 Register at Pettingal Park, Auburn
ofAMr-icA

May 5-

May 5

McDonalds^ Townhouse & Camp Susan Curtis Benefit Road
Race
Portland
10 k;
2:30 ;
for further information
call 774-1552; $3.00 entry;
starts at 55*+ Congress St.,
1 ortland at the corner of Congress St. and 'ak St, next to
McDonald’s-Townhouse.

May 6 Goldsmiths Mini-Marathon for Women
6.5 miles;
10:00; register, start, finish at the University
of Maine, Orono track; Course: includes 2 small hills;
Director: Norm Boucher, 476 Maine St., Old Town, Me. 04468
Phone: 827-5418 (home)

May .12

Gnuaepnckar Ri.dgn.3jan
Freedom
8-Miler, 2-Miler. 9:00; $2.00 entry; Course: rural7tar and
dirt roads, hilly; Director: Jim Green, RFD 1, Box 128,
Freedom, Me. O4g4l

Athletic Attic IQ Ki lometer. .Road-Haue... - Bangor
at the Bangor Mall; 8:30 AM;
register at the Athletic
Attic, Bangor Mall.
$1.00 entry fee. Director: Michelle
Pelletier, Athletic Attic, Bangor Mall, Bangor, Me. 04401.
Phone: 947-6880

May 12

Wormwoods .Breakwater Race Scarboro
7-miles; beach run at low tide;
starts at Pine Pc 1' '
Beach, Scarboro; starts just before low tide. Director:
Dave Gelli, Tiffany Lano, Saco, Me. 04072 Phone: 283-24?o
(home)o
May 13

ATTENTION

Entry forms which are to be inserted in
copies of liaille. Runner, should be on 8 1/2 by
11" paper.
The forms may be handled in the
following ways:

1.
Hail in any number of copies up to the
total circulation number(for this;, call *+87-5579)
- cost - $10.00
2. Hail one copy of your entry form, which
will be reproduced and inserted in all copies
of the magazine - cost-$io.00 plus
2/
per sheet printed. Colored paper a 1st' avail
able. Ender this arrangement I shculu have
the original copy at least one week prior to
the next issue date which is every third Wednesday

3. In either 1 or 2 above, you may have me
insert your entry in the copies going to
subscribers or to the stores or bo th.

*+. Enclose check with form (s).

Classifieds
$3.00 for the first three lines,
75/ for each additional, line. Each
line has *+0 letters, spaces, or
punctuation marks.
Pre-payment required on ads and
race entry-form inserts. Entry
forms should be on 8 1/2"by 11 "
size paper.

COMMERCIAL
1/2 page-

$10.00

full-page- $18.00

THE
MARATHON
Apr.,*. .16
Baa Marathon
Hopkinton, MA
12:00
Entrants must have e mpletgd another marathon under 3 hrs. (men)
or 3 1/2 hrs. (men over Uo and women)
bewt^en ‘I-/1/78 and 3/15/79 to qualify

Apr* 22 Life, a Health Marathon
Frederick, MD.
9:00
13*1 -miler
9:15
6-miler
10:15
at Frederick Seventh
Day Adventist Community Cehter; Marathon
course: flat, slight roll, one 1/U mile hill^
Deadline: first 2,0;'0 runners nr Mar. 26
postmark;
Life and Health Marathon, 6856
Eastern Ave. NW Washington, D.C. 20012
(202) 723-3700
Apr*_22 Penn Relays Marathon
Philadelphia, Fa.
11:00
at Fairmount Park;
Course: out & back,
3 times: J.P. Tuppeny, Weightman Hall,
University of Fenn., Philadelphia, Pa.
19104

May k
Pong .Island .(Newsday) Marathon
East Meadow, New York
9:00
at Eisenhower lark, LI, N.Y.
Contact: Sports Unit,
Elsenhower Park, East Meadow, N.Y. 1155*+

May 12
Course:
YMCa, 13

Ghaninlain...VallaX, Marathon

Plattsburg
N.Y.
12:00
point to point, flat.
Director: Race Chairman,
ak St., Uattsburg, N.Y. 12901

May 13 Canada national .Capitol Marathon
Ottawa, C .nada 9-'00
at U;1rleton Univ. $5.00 entry. Cours?: out and tack, mostly flat.
Contact: Recreation, 111 Sussex Dp., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
K1N5A1
May 13.
nkers.,Harathpn
Yonkers, New York
10:00
at Yonkers Raceway;
Course: 4 loops, certified
Sponsor: Yi nkers Jaycees, c/o Alan Bolbrock, 10 Gladstone flace,
Yonkers. N.Y.10703

May 20 Burgfirklng North, Area Y. Marathon
Syracuse, N.Y.
10:00
Course: out & back,
certified.. Director: Jeff Harvey, 201 So. Main St., North
Syracuse, N.Y. 13212.

alharta...Championship Marathon
Calgary, Alberta
at Bowness Park.
Canada
8:00 aM
For informati'n,
contact Calgary Road Runners Club, P.O. Box 311, Calrarv,
Alberta, Canada T2F2H9 .

May 27

May, 27

Record Herl tage T-rai 1 Marathon
Troy, New York
at City Hall.
Course: out 6 back
Director: Burk" .ti im.-,
21 Chestnut St., Rensselaer, N.Y. 121N-U
8:00 aM

AT STANDARD SHOES

"THE RUNNING
II
SHOE STORES
FOR MEN:

NEW BALANCE-320, TRAIL
NIKE-WAFFLE TRAINER, OCEANIA
ADIDAS-DRAGON
PUMA-EASY RIDER, ROCKET
OSAGA- TRAINER, CALIENTE
FASTRAK—MARATHON
BRUCE JENNER-880, 1500

FOR WOMEN:
NEW BALANCE-320
NIKE-WAFFLE TRAINER OCEANIA,
PUMA-ROCKEnE
ADIDAS-DRAGON, TRX, COUNTRY GIRL
OSAGO—TRAINER, CAPRA
PRO KEDS-PANTHER, RAVEN, JOGEnE
BROOKS-VILLANOVA, VANTAGE
FASTRAK—MARATHON, FOXY LADY

FOR CHILDREN:
ZIPS BY STRIDERITE
KID POWER, OSAGA, ADIDAS

Standard Shoes
DOWNTOWN BANGOR • BANGOR MALL • AIRPORT MALL
PRESQUE ISLE • WATERVILLE

FUN RUNS
Hampden - Weatherbee-MeGraw School, 9 = 30 ,
Sundays. Skip Howard, P.O. Box 562,
Bangor, Me. OM+01
Bucksport - Bucksport High School, 9 GO,
Sundays.
Tim Emery. Bucksport Rec. Dept.,
Bucksport, Me. 03h-1o

Bllinajidxk- Longfellow School, Longfellow Ave., 9G0, Saturdays

■angUS.ta - Augusta Civic Center, 10:00, Sundays, Kathleen Abbott,
Augusta Recreation Dept., Cony St., Augusta,* Me. 0R330
daTibaU- Caribou High School, 9=00, every other week, on Sundays.
Conrad Walton, 35 New Sweden Rd., Caribou, Me. OR736

Par,Hand - Bonny Eagle High School, 6:00 pm, Sundays,
Tom Linsey, 286 Ray St., Portland, Me. 0R103
** Mor.—25 Mud..Fast Road R11Q (Fun Run) Boothbay Harbor YMCA
12:00, 2-miler, 3-miler, 6-mller, 10-miler.
$2.50 entry.
Director: Doug Long, YMCA, Boothbay Harbor, Me. OR538 63J-2855

Race Results
Roland Dyp.r.
lnmeter Memorial. ..llaad...-RaC.fi—
Riverside, Portland
Mar. 17
262 finishers

1. Ken Flanders
2. Andy Palmer
3« Mike Westphal
R. Kim Wettlaufer
5o Todd Coffin
6. Paul Hammond
7. James Goodberlet
8. Thomas Bell
9. Mark Sodprstrom
10. Gerry Clapper
11 .Mark Lawrence
12. Larry Greer
13. Charles Greenhalgh
13.Rick Bayko:
15. Bick Dunn
16. Dan Vogt
17-George Ros?
18.Tony Esposito
19-Ken Remsen
20.Mark Beede
■'1.Lloyd Ferriss

30:36 22. Ken Hammond
31=02 23. James Harmon
31 = R'+ 2H-.WPrner Pobatschnig
31=50 25. Doug Taylor
32:01 26. Jesse Legman
32:06 27.1'3vid Carlsen
32:15 28oJoan Benoit
32:53 29. Rai ph Thomas
32:55 30. Kevin McDonald
32:59 31. Arthur Feeley
33 '• 13 32. Greg Kerr
33=30 31.Glen Snyder
33 ■ 36 IH-.Dptmar Scinitker
3?:32 35. Gary Quimby
33 = 33 36. Jay Fergusan
33 = 33 37. hick McDonoogh
33:03 38.Sam Sleeper
33:06 39-Larry Allen
33=12 3-0.Doug Glney
33=27 31. John Willard
31+:3
2 * *1+ * 632.
7 8Rpck
9 10 * 12
13 * 15 16
Sterling

33 = 3o
3R=R6
33:5'+
35;00
35 = 01
35 = 07
35= 13
35= 1R
35=17
35:19
35=28
35 = 33
35 = 39
35 = 3-1
35=32
35=38
35=50
35 = 57
36=01
36:02
3'-’:02
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101. John Trefethen
102. Gary Grady
103oSam Butcher
10N.Robert Lizotte
105.Dave Smith
106.Scott Mannette
107. Mark Violette
108. Dale Peabody
109. Doug Moreshead
110. Ronald Zorn
111. Brian Murphy
112. Alfred Galle
113. Tom Flynn
11 u-. John Kenney
115. Tom Hendsbee
116. Greg Wright
117. Blalne Boudreau
118. Larry Pierce
119. Bruce Kingdon
120. Mark Hoffmaster
121. William Peabody
122. Chris Pyncheon
123. Bryan Dench
12M-.Kimo Bailey
125. Pete Bastow
126. Jim Reed
127. Margaret Clapper
128. Thomas Skoglicki
129. Dave Silverbrand
130. Darren Billings
131. Glen Poland
132oNancy Laferriere
133.Mike Russell
13^.Joe Trueworthy
135. Ted Perry
136. Diane Fournier
137. Alfred Dingley
138. Bob Perkins
139. Arthur Chapman
1*+O.Reggie Knapp
iNj.Jack Hastings
1^+2. John Mazza
1^3.Dennis Smith
1 NN.Bryan Bettney
1N5oKirberly Beaulieu
lN6.Berton Cleaves
lN7oJimmy Burrill
iNS.Joe Wishcamper
IN9.Thomas Wells
150. Normand Brunelle
151. Edward Connolly
152. Ed Malone
153. Bruce Kelley
I^N.Jim Paterson
I55»^ames Bibiase
15o.Brian Flanders,Sr
157. Lawrence Pelton
158. Jeff Marshall

o "J

N3.Roberty Smyth 36:12
NN.Donald Sanborn 36:19
N5.Mark Dorion
36:29
^6. Il ike Dube
36:30
^7.Bill Flahive
Flah
36:31
Nb.Mark Hoff’man
36:32
N9. 7
50. John Simpson
36 :37
51. Jeff Buck
36 : 5N
52. Peter Lessard 36 :55
53»^Han Weiner
36 :%
5N.George Liming 36 : 59
55-Wayne Clark
37 = 03
56. Brian Flanders 37 :O6
57. Jim Babb
37 :08
58. Mark Simpson
37 :10
59. Bob Hillgrove 37 :13
6o«Kurt Neilson
37 :17
61.Dick McDonald 37 ;28
62.Stephen Roy
37 • 3N
63.Bill Gayton
37 :35
6NoAllen Pierce
37
6?.Rolf Westphal 37
66. Robert Coughlin37 ; 52
67. Gene Roy
37 = 5N
68. Michael Hanley 38 :0N
69.8teve Scott
38 :0N
70oDale Dorr
38 :19
71. James Keih
38 :23
72. Bill Kerwin
38 :26
73. Michael Bard
38 :27
7*+.Donald Allain 38 : 28
75.
Bill Sayres
_____
. ..
38 :29
76.Ferry Thibeauit3§ :36
77-Robin Emery
38 Mb
78.John Hyatt
38 :N0
79»Greg Nelson
38 :N2
80. Rick Davis
38 :*+3
81. Marty Cardoza 38 :N6
82. Joe Clapper
38 :N8
83. Bill Leschey
38 $
8N.Steve Jordan
38
85. Bob Shelton
38 :59
86. Dlck Gallant
39 :02
87. David Delois
39 : 08
88. Charles Ault
39 : 09
89. Robert Rennols 39 : 16
90. Jim Logan
39 :17
91. Mark Dunlap
39 :19
92. Robert Hunt
39 :20
93. Charles Porter 39 :22
9*+. Tom Coleman
39 :2N
95. Rick Packie
39 :27
96. Robert Jarratt 39 :28
97«Allen French
39 : 28
980 austi n Connors 39 :31
?9.Peter Swanson 39 92
10C>.'’-eofge Nason 39 :N0

OLYMPIA
Maine Mall
So. Portland

SPORT
CliNTIiR

Newington Mall
Newington, N.H.

No. Windham
Shopping Center
No. Windham, Me.

Cross
Country
Skis

Running Shoes

new balance

sauconu

BROOKS-?.

Etonic

adidas Mb?
Oniteuka

Oi

puinn>

I59»0arlton Comstock
l60.Tom Allen
161oHowie Richard
l62.Hyla John Tracy
163.Lloyd Cook
164.Jim Arbuckle
165.Mike Jackson
1b6.George Linnie
l6y0Peter Gagnon
168.Bob Milliken
169.Tim amfilo
170.Donald Berthiaume
171.Marty Thornton
172<>BruCe Booker
l73oMicheal Jeffrey
174.Dick Goodie
l75»Craig Dietrich
l76.Katrinka Leschey
177®Kyle Rankin
l78»Paul Dostie
179°Wendy Thaxter
180.Ron Paquette
1bl.David Dyer
l82.Dave Writing
183. ?
184.Julie Runnells
185.Steve W.tts
186.Larry Barker
l87<>Dennis Fortin
l88oWesley Rothermel
l89.Dan Rankin
l9O.Tom Hackett
191.Roger Dutton
192.Christopher Kein
193.Jackie Trefethen
194.Barbara Coughlin
195.Roger St. Louis
196.Charles Drew
197.Peter Murray
198.Connie Veilleux
199.Wendy Sayres
200. ?
2O1.David Porter
202oFaye Gagnon
203.Timothy Douchette
20'*0Orlando Delogu
205oL'avid Castle
2O6.Steve Rainsford
207.Gatherine Walz
2Ub.Bill Fox
209oTorn Windsor
210.Herbert Strom

42:31
42:32
42:33
42:37
42 :4l
42:50
42:53
42:58
42:58
43:02
43:05
43:09
43=10
43:12
43:29
43G3
43:42
43:45
43:46
43:47
43:54
44:14
44:16
44:18

44:32
44:33
44:33
44:42
44:44
44 : 45
44:4 5
44:46
45:06
45:09
45 = 15
45:17
45:20
45:23
45:25
45 : 27
45:31
■‘5:37
45:37
45:38
45: 59
46:03
46:06
46:27
46 :33
46:38

211.Hd Krolicki
212.David Plimpton
213oCdmund Brissette
214.Mike Brennan
215.Glen Knock
216.Nancy Dorr
217.John Grollpy
21i.John Cornell
219.Ivey Menzietti
220.oavid Augtin
221.r,linor Redmond
222.1ucien Lessard
223oChris Comstock
224.Harry Trask
225.Kristina Gordon
226oPaul Stevens
2270Will Leschey
228.Joe S(la
229®Craig Lee
230.James Carroll
231.Fa tty Clapper
232.Downing Towne
233»Jonny Brchard
234oPhoebe adams
2350 ?
236.Ralph Hayward
237.Barby Landgdon
238OBill McKeen
239.Anne Lorton
24o<>Bob Thomas
241.Robert ayers
24p.Leena Clapper
243.Robert Provost
244.Sally Paterson
245.iaul Cain
246. Don Johnson
247. Rodney Bills
248.1hillip White
249.Judy Poor
25O.Pavid Rentz
2510 Joyce Cook
252.Charles Clapper
251.Jeanne Berthiaume
25*^. Allen Browne
255.1ynda Provost
256.Ann McDonough
257<>David Jenkins
258.Wayne Hawkins
259.Nancy Lariviere
26o.Jill Gilbert
261 . l’amar0 Lessard
262.Mil ton Metz

46:53
47: co
47:11
47 : 1 4
47:23
47:25
47:31
47: 54
47:56
4/ : 59
48:18
48:18
48 : 4 2
48:48
49:21
49:33
49:37
49:38
49:39
49:47
4?: 50
49: 52
5C : 07
50:25
50:50
50:53
51=07
51 =54
52:05
52:11
52: 14
52: 18
52:27
52:30

52.58

53:08
53-10
53=11
53:18
5'; : 15
55; 20
55 = 55
59 :06
59:26
59:28
59:49
59:57
60: +
60: +
60: +
90: +

If runners expect quick results, then they themselves must
learn to cooperate with race officials.
1. If there is a chute, the runner must go into the chute,
not around it. If you missed the chute - you either were gabbing
at the start, were nearsighted, or perhaps was just plain numb.
2. Everyone going past the tinier must get in line for a tag
(position). Hence to scoring place.
3. The runner should take off tag (name) by removing pins
to facilitate scoring table personnel.
After handing in name tag you must leave the scoring
area. This is a •’must" rule. Scoring can be done in 5 to 10
minutes if people will get the hell away from the scorer after
handing in name tag (with ages). The scorer should not have
to go into hiding. Co me
runners. . . you will get your
times but on so slowly if ybu persist in clustering around. I
mean this - some of you guys have been told this time and again either grow up or find out for yourself by volunteering to score!
I may make a list of you damned houhds and publish it if you
persist.
- a friend
***•**•>*******«<«•*

tn our doors
From bethming jogger* to veteran road runner*. many rewarding
experience* rtart at The Good Sport*. Wo know ranni’*** We
(peak running. Wa ARE runner*, aN of ml Name* life.
\e,
Adidas, Etonic, Brook*, Naw Balance, Fume and Sp
International wiH help. We will help. Run in to aee u* soon.

("

o

I

'Sporting Goods for Al Seasons

—

GoodSportsj,
3PteasantSt,Brunswfckjfi

Shop OMv »MKS 30, Fri. *W 9. SM. 9-6

PHIDIPPIDES RUNNING CAMP
FEATURING:
Amby Burfoot -East Coast Editor
of Runners World; 1968 winner
of Boston Marathon

(OT MAINE)

Jeff Galloway -President of Phidippides
International; 1972 Olympic 10,000
meter runner; 2:18 marathoner
Bob Hensley -Owner/Operator of
Phidippides of Milford, Conn.;
2:17 marathoner

Rick Bayko -Editor of Yankee Runner

Camp Director - Dave Doyle, coach at Orono High School
Choose from one of the four sessions:

July 1 thru July 8 featuring Amby Burfoot (Camden 10,000 Meter)

July 8 thru July 14 with Jeff Galloway (Paul Bunyan Marathon)
July 15 thru July 21 guest counselor Bob Hensley (Dexter Days Road Race)

July 22 thru July 28 train under Rick Bayko (Al Kenyon 1OK Memorial)
The camp will be held at Husson College in Bangor and will be open to
all men and women 12 years old and up. The cost will be 100 dollars and
will include room and board, running tops and shorts, and use of all
athletic facilities of Husson College including: pool, steam room,
weight room and racquetball court.

There will be two regularly scheduled running sessions daily, lectures by
area runners on training, stretching, diet and nutrition, sports medicine,
and the biomechanics of running. There will also be films as well as
ample time for softball, basketball and other leisure activities.
Other counselors will include: Anne Norton, teacher/coach at Bucksport
High School; Andy Palmer, teacher/coach at Mars Hill; Bob Booker,
teacher/coach and owner of Phidippides of Bangor.

Name_____________________________

Age___________

Address_________________________

Week you wish to attend________
second choice________

Size:

top

s m 1

short

s m 1

Make checks payable to PHIDIPPIDES RUNNING CAMP
50?o payment with application

April 1, 1979
12:00 - noon

Maranacook Community School
Readfield, Maine
PHIDIPPIDES and FIRST CONSUMERS SAVINGS BANK

Race sponsored by:
Registration:

10:00 - 11:30 a.m. at the school

$2.00

Registration fee:

Course:

15.2 miles of paved roads, scenic and fairly hilly, circling
Maranacook Lake.

Awards will be presented to the winners in the following age divisions:
WOMEN

MEN

Juniors - 18
Open
19
30
40
50
60

Juniors - 18
Open
19
30
40

and under
- 29
- 39
- 49
- 59
+

and under
- 29
- 39
+

Race begins and ends at the school where locker rooms and showers will be
available.
Water will be provided at 3, 6, 9, 12 miles
ERG and water will be available after race, along with light refreshments.

Early registration by mail to:

*****

Marty Thornton
140 Water Street
Hallowell, Maine 04347

RACE IS OPEN TO ANY RUNNER

*****

REGISTRATION FORM
In consideration of the acceptance of this, I hereby, for myself, my heirs,
my executors and administrators, waive and release any and all rights and
claims for damages I may have against the sponsors of the race: Phidippides,
First Consumers Savings Bank, Marty Thornton ,Maranacook Community School,
The towns of Winthrop and Readfield and the officers and members of these
organizations, their agents, representatives or assigns for any and all
injuries that may be suffered by me before, during or after the April First
15.2 mile Boston Primer.

Signature (Parent of under 18) ______________________________________________________
Name ______________________________________ .________________________ S ex___________________
Age at date of race _______

TYiSave
ROAD RACE
APPLICATION
A 10 kilometer road race, sponsored by Shop ’N
Save Supermarkets and The Hannaford Bros. Co.,
will take place on Saturday, May 26,1979. The race
is open to all interested persons.

Registration:

By mail before May 20, 1979, or registration on site on day of race.

Starting Time:

10:00 A.M. Numbers will be distributed at the registration table.

Entry Fee:

$2.00 — make checks payable to Shop ’N Save.

The first 100 to register will receive an official Shop ’N Save Race T-Shirt free.
Directions:

The Hannaford Bros. Co. distribution center, site of the start and finish of the race,
is located in the Rumery Industrial Park, located off U.S. Route #1, in South Portland.

Awards:

Men 18
Men 19
Men 30
Men 40
Men 50
Special

& under — Trophies for first three places
- 29 — Trophies for first three places
- 39 — Trophies for first three places
- 49 — Trophies for first three places
& over — Trophies for first three places
Hannaford — Trophies for first three places

Women
Women
Women
Women
Special

18 & under — Trophies for first two places
19 - 29 — Trophies for first two places
30 - 39 — Trophies for first two places
40 & over — Trophies for first two places
Hannaford — Trophies for first two places

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM

SHOP N SAVE ROAD RACE

SO. PORTLAND, MAINE

MAY 26, 1979

In consideration of this entry being accepted, I, for myself, heirs and assigns waive and release any and
all rights and claims for personal damages I may have against the sponsors of this race for any and all
injuries that may be suffered by me, before, during, and after the road race.

Signature _________________________________

Club or School__________________________

Name (print)_________________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________

__________________________________________________

Date of Birth_________________

Age (on 5/26/79)_________________

On back side of this form note recent creditable performances for publicity reasons. Mail entry plus $2.00
entry fee to:

Shop ’N Save Road Race
Hannaford Bros. Co.
54 Hannaford St.
So. Portland, Maine 04106
Attention: Ed Krolicki

Tel: 207-767-2111.

Mean Minerva Mini-Marathon- 7.k miles
Mar. 18
33 finishers
34
1. Fred Judkins
2. Kenneth Remsen
29
25
3. Rick McDonough
4. Glen Holyoke
17
24
5. Larry Allen
6. Scot Marsters
17
26
7. Gary Quimby
18
R. Ken Botting
45
9* Frank Roberts
10.John Frachella
29
45
11.Cliff Hatfield
44
12.Vaughn Holyoke
13.Gary Allen
22
14.Kevin Kenny
21
1 5. Skip Howard
33
21
16.Gary Coyne
16
17»Steve Hersey
18.Lory Langley
26
19.Joe Brann
35
20.Richard Everett Jr 19
24
21.Barry Mehrman
41
22.Robert Gaboury
23<>Michael Short
20
24.Guy Stevens
16
16
25.Sid Harvey
26.alien Stevens
36
27*Diane Lounder
17
28.Ronald Tremblay
25
29.Horman F’ltzgera'Id 38
30.Vance Brown
32
31.Wayne Shaw
17
32.Mary-Margaret
29
Roseberry
25
33.Bill Green

*+1:10
Watervilie
43:19
Bangor
44:09
Seal Harbor
44:33
Brewer
44:44
Bangor
44:52
Brewer
>+5:03
Newburgh
eld Orchard Beach45:l4
45:17
Old Town
*+5=52
Hudson
45:52
Hermon
46:19
Brewer
Cranberry Isles 46:48
46: 54
Bangor
47:38
Winterport
49:55
Bangor
50:2^
Brewer
Bangor
50:39
Hampden Highlands52:03
Bangor
54:27
54:47
Bangor
Levant
55:05
Charlestown
55:13
55^1
Lincoln Center
Belfast
55=56
Lincoln Center
55:58
Hancock
56 :09
Bangor
56:30
Bucksport
58:30
Searsport
59:15
E. Corinth
59 = 52
Hudson
65:24

Bangor

Meanest runner- Steve Hersey
26-29 Men
1. Fred Judkins II
2. Ken Remsen
3- Gary Quimby

41 :10
43:19
45:03

26-29 Women
1. Mary-Margaret Ros,?berry
65:24

4f) + Men

1. Frank Roberts
2. Cliff Hatfield
3. Vaughn Holyoke

16.-.25 Men

45:17
45:52
46:19

1. Rick McDonough
2. Glen Holyoke
3. Larry Allen

44:09
44:33
44:44

1. Diane Lounder

56:09

68:18

50:23

The weather was a
little snowy at first,
quite a bit of wind and
then a little sunshine.
Typi cal March weather*
This was a very well
organized race imple
menting the "tongue
depressor-number" system
of registration, recording
and post race display of
results.
A r scue squad blocked
off traffic at the start
of the race and another
vehicle followed the
last runner with flash
ing lights.(cont.)

The course, by the way, is a killer - a tough up-hill
section at about 2 miles and a long down-hill starting at about
3 miles.
It was a double loop circuit totalling 7.2 miles.

John C. Frachella

Women

Men.,,

ELs..

1. Robin Emery

57.06

1. Ken Flanders

62.3

2. Jane Patrick

28.88

2. Dan Barker

29.32

3. Joan 3enoit

26.2

3* Ken Graham

28.88

4. Margaret Clapper

24.12

4. James Gillard

21.66

5. Robin Estey

21.66

5. Andy Palmer

20.96

6. Maney Leferriere

15.88

6, Mike Westphal

15.72

7. Corby Griffin

14.44

7. Ralph Thomas

14.88

8. Barbara Coughlin

14.4

8, Larry Greer

13.5

9. Evelyn Hewrson

12.62

9. Kim Whettlaufer

10.48

lO.Marsha Giglio

10.16

10.Bryan Kuperwicz

9.4

11.Wendy Thaxter

7.46

11.Bruce Lehane

8.24

12.Susan Vogt

6.72

12.Frank Carroll

8.1

13.Pam Moulton

6.48

13.Dan Paul

7.2?

l4. Carol Comstock

6.4-0

l4.1aul Hammond

6.4

15.Alison Leavitt

4.86

15.Todd Coffin

5.24

16.Marty Thornton

4.7

16.Ken Hammond

5.12

17.Jana Lynch

4.1

17.Werner r’obatsohnlg

5.04

18.Patty LuCe

3.7'-

l8.Fr-d Judkins 11

4.7

19.Brooke Hatch

3-36

19.Jim Harmon

3.8b

5

Komen

EL^jl

Han

Ets^

20.Kim Beaulieu

3.28

20.Dave Carlson

3.8

21.Marji Adams

3.2U

21 .Lloyd Ferriss

3.’J

22.Maggie Newton

2.82

22.John Noyes

3.36

23.Cathy Morin

2.56

23.Tony Esposito

3.2'+

2*+. Lynda Provost
Kitty Phieffer

2.28

2^-.Tom Bell

2.82

25.Joe ^uirion

2.16

2. 56

25.Phoebe Adams

At the suggestion of John Trefethen, I have made changes
the points assigned to 1st, 2nd, 3rd, *+th, and 5th place.
Previously the cor responding values were 15 pts., 10 pts., 5 pts.,
3 pts., and 1 pt.
This resulted in a very wide difference in
total points even among the top few runners on the list. Conse
quently, John suggested that I change the point equivalent for
1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc. to equal 10 pts., 8, 6, A, and 2 respectively,
thus solving the problem. So, I went back overall the races since
the 1978 Turkey Trot and re-calculated the totals and came up
with what you see above and on the previous page.
Included among
these totals are the points from the Freebranch Run and the Sno
Fest RaCe^ both of which were not Counted in the totals in the
March?th issue.
The current point totals include all road races up to and
including the weekend of March 17-18.
Only races which are
listed in the MR & NS schedule and which have their results
reported in the publication are counted.

- 10 pts.
- 8 pts.
= 6 pts.
= M pts.
= 2 pts.

The points are multiplied by the
number of finishers in the race, divi
ded by 100.
Example*5 in a race with
71 finishers, this number is divided
by 100, equaling .71
. Thon, .71 is
multiplied by 10 pts. (if 1st place ,
8 pts. if 2nd place «tc.) to equal the points for that one
race.
A running tally will be kept as the year progresses,
listing the top 25 women and men in the state.

1st
2nd
3rd
4 th
5th

place
place
place
place
place

JOGGING
KIT:SO.00

Whether you are an ex
perienced runner or just
getting started, our great
jogging kit can really make
exercise easier and more
fun! A good warm-up suit,
for example, gives you just
the right amount of free
dom, warmth and comfort.
And there’s nothing like a
pair of training flats to pro

tect you and make running
seem effortless
So we've put together two
of the best names in the
business, cut the price on
both . and the result is
the Athletic Attic Jogging
Kit. A jogging special sure
to make you a very special
jogger.
Get into jogging the right

I

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR
SPECIAL DISCOUNT ON ONE
ATHLETIC ATTIC JOGGING KIT

I

Your jogging kit includes:

I

WINNING WAYS - RUNNING SILKS
NAVY, ROYAL, LT.BLUE

I

AD I AS - DRAGON

I

(Men's & Ladies)

way
the Jogging Kit
from Athletic Attic It's
everything you need to look
good . and run good.

atticf
_TdK

u

TM

I

Bangor Ma 11
Bangor, Me.

I

Oller good while
supplies last

I

I
$50.00

I

Gki Baxter Jtate 1 ark
by
I’onalH Kip Bristol

The transition from '.'.'inter to spring cause; the gradunl limitation of ski touring at local cross country cen
ters end along our own rout's through fields and for<-:;ts
near home.
for the avid tourer, those of us who have not
yet given up in despair or traded the narrow boardr; for
running shoes, this means a migration northward or up
ward.
Not only do higher latitudes and elevations pro
vide more dependable snow conditions for a longer .'.canon,
but the mountains and lakes offer a pleasing change of
scenery. This season has been a case in point.
lllricc
Christmas it has boon a near necessity to seek skiable
conditions at such places as Garrabassett Valley or baddieback.
Another such late season opportunity is Baxter
State Bark.
It was in January of 1976 when our group, lead by
iriscilla Ireland, skied into the lark.
.‘.ith ar; much
organization as seven different people could muster, we
left the v. hides at the end of the plowed road rid shrug
ged into our pack.", for the thirteen mile trek to Couth
Branch iond.
The Baxter State Bark Authority requires a
minimum party of four, as a safety factor, and one of
the party must have experience in winter camping and le; dership.
Any of the authorized campgrounds may be used, at
the in-season price, and must be reserved ahead of time.
Our accommodations would be the six-person bunkhouse and
one of the several lean-tos.
Immediately our route became the snowmobile track
left by bark rangers who winter at various placer; throu
ghout the Bark. To leave the track meant a slow-motion
tumble into knee-to-waist deep snow.
This led us to the
hard packed and wind swept surface of Grand Loire Hetagamon, the shoreline of which we followed until the Baxter
Bark gate house came into view.
There the park road an/,I"
away from the lake.
The trail became hilly and as fatigue
began sorting in, our packs, weighed more heavily on our
shou]ders.
It seams impossible to pack everything the ut.h rll.y
requires for winter excursions Into Baxter lark, to
y
nothing of personal items that seem esse’ ' I • 1 .. ?f '■
1
home.
I, for one, wondered which of there "n-'crsoj.ties5' could have been left there.
took a in.te lunch break, and 0 much nee'1'A
As
rest., I re al i.z<'d hnr necrosary Lhre ‘ L I. om s i n my pac
Gyri an ; andv/iriies with 11 ■ tn n rl cnee.- e f i 11 c
were to me .
the ho 111 o-, lu .iy ntoniisch.
Corp for d e s '”i1' rl was anole d
down with water cars'Led under ny pa rka to preV' n I free . i
i,.-.ch of us na" our own

k v'mllr energy stuck,

but

I !.«• ef-

feet was singular.
ith refreshed attitudes nd bodies
we started off ag-ii, our individual positions in the
caravan deter.lined by now.
ietwecn the seven i n our
party varying degrees of physical condi I, i or
e::i; ■ tod.
iwo joggers moved ahead to bre<- k track.
Two r.t ragglers
took the rear poslti'n to pick up stragglers
The rest
moved along at individual paces.
To rang'rs arid wardens
passing on their snow m chinas, our part
t have looked
like several different group
•••■■ns.
iV
Th'. ranger's c a b 1 n is .just short of the hoi f-way
point.
After the formal iti.es of writing for permission
tiie required four weeks in advance, odlo'or in.-; to ,->.l I
list' d rogu 1 ations , . nd packing all requested items,
our gear was
diiice winter
war not checked o wo e posted.
weather in Laxter I’arl; cun be„ ;•■•
as extreme os
as in any rriountain region, that point was acadernic.
The mildly threatov
ening overcast
above was re son enough to bear the added
weight of two days of extra i’ a t i o n s, r e p a i r m a t c r i a 1 ,
axe and spare clothing.
Trkiuw nod gathered as we reached South branch
lend Campground. The ski in hud taken us -bout six
hours, but our fatigue eva
evaporated after a leisurely
supper brewed on a vuri'
vari'ty
pock stoves and the wood
ty of pack
heater supplied at the
the bunkhouse.
Short tours around
the campsites and arranging sleeping gear topped off
tin day's activities.
One-by-one we drepned out of the
pre-sleep conversations as the exhaustion of our after
noon' 8 efforts overcame us.
bill Mastin,
sleep in one of the leant o s, woke us Just
Individual J y we arose,
cooked blank fa I
to tour our now onvironmeat by the 1 ight
y.
Sight-seeing was limited by
the time factor, aa ««• had to be pack'd and on our way
out again by noon.
A light snow Had pow dc rod the return route enoii/j.
to set a track without undue e ffort.
The fro -h powder
dir, .Little to hi.do the (> to 8 inch deep moor;'' tracks
scon on the
Slightly 1 igklor packs and the
■y in.
luck of a lunch r.top made til' trip out a bit quicker,
end and our cars a wel come s igh I- i Il'h ed .
Trail
The
d r i.ve h one i 3 a1 ways, .in part, a time for private rcntimerit, however, that
flee t ion.
It was by mutual
d 0 C i d O d a similar trip in
lie future should require
V; ■'
thro days -one r' O'.. rv< d for xterid' d tour.'.: from base
camp.
t mi i- i.ng
ll ox ter Lta.tc
a v r.i.ety of
d-y outings
a f t< rnoon si; L
road-he/d
can vary according to your group's
imagination.
Skiing from one
may take several days.
Loop
I
and-out trips over the same route <:an b
one or two overnight' stays-.
hatever th'
Ti I
T'
er State dark can offer he rty letp off your touring o< arson.
* Kip Bristol is president of the Maine Ski Tourtrig Association
rk

EDULE OF FITNESS CLINICS
25 Hammond Street
Bangor, Maine 04401
942-3627
Wednesday Evenings 7:30 P.M.

7 - Total Fitness
Ken Remsen
14 - Running and the Nervous System
Sandy Tamm

21 - Running After 40 and 50
Jerry Farlow, Anne Norton,
Ed Brissette, Frank Jewell
28 - Beginning Racing
Fred Judkins, Ron Howell
Bob Booker, Gary Quimby

APRIL
4 - MarathonIng
Gil Morong, Eileen Hallee,
Thom Ainnotte, Barbara Hamaluk

11 - Race Directing
Rick Krause, Norm Boucher
Dick McDonald
18 - The Cracker-Barrel Philosophy of
Deke Talbot
25 - Women's Running
Robin Emery, Leona Clapper,
Joyce Howard

Running

PORTLAND

OYS CLUB

FIVE MILE ROAD RACE
RACE WINNERS - 1930 - 1978

1930
1931

1932
1933

1934

1935

1936
1937
193&

1939
19*+0
19M

19^2
19^3

1944
19^5

1946

191+7

Alvin Messer
So. Portland
R«E. Jellison
Bates
R.E. Jellison

26:30

26:24
26:05

Ernest Black
UMO
Herbert DgVeber
ColbyHerbert DeVeber

25:07

Cliff Veysey
Colby (short course)
William Glen
Portland H.S.
Clarence Portas
Portland H.S.
Maurice Toothacker
Phillips H.S.
Edwin Shepard
Gorham
E.D. Mazzeo
Houlton Avaiation Unit
Bruno Mazzeo
Rockland & S.P.S.C.
Dana Robinson
Colby
George Ulman
Colby
Clifford Richardson
Portland H.S.
George Djsnard
Bates
Arthur Berry

23:42

26:51
25 = 45

27:54
27:17
26:48
26:09

26:59
26:40
26:00

29:18

28:05
27:15
26:40

1948

Edwin Shepard
No. Bedford Club

25 = 48

19^9

Dana Robinson
Baa
Richard Packard
UMO
John Dempsey
Bridgton Academy
Carleton MacLean
UMO
Edward F. 0’ Connell
Baa

26:09

1950

1951
1952
1953

27:27

27:05
26:40

25:37

25:00

1961+

Edward Fo i'Connell
BaA
Paul Firlotto
UMO
Paul Firlotte
UMO
Gordon Cunningham
Colby
William Gay
Thomaston H.S.
Thomas Martin
Portland Boys Club
Michael Kimball
UMO
Daniel Rearick
UMO
Bob Rill grove
Rockland
Michael Kimball
UMO
Bob Hillgrove

1965

Bob Hillgrove

27:05

1966

Bob Hillgrove

25 = 55

1967

Bob Hillgrove

26:07

1968

Bob Hillgrove

26:08

1969

xlO 1) 1 A j.

J. ' > V 0

29.03

1970

Ken Flanders
GPAC
Daniel Rearick
Springfield College
Ken Flanders
Northeastern U.
Steve Jaynes
Northeastern Uo
Bob Hillgrove
Rockland
Ken Flanders
Northeastern U.
Jim Doane
Cheverus H.S.
Ken Flanders
Per tland
Mike Buckley
Lawrence, Ma
’lympia TC

195U

1955
1956
1957

1958
1959
1960

1961

1962
1963

1971
1972

1973

197*+
1975

1976

1977
1978

1979

25:01
25 :48

26:31

27 :1 9

26:3»+
26:36

27:23
27:25
25:^6

26 :57

25:57
25:33

2>+:i+6
25:33

26:03
24: 1+8
25:^8

24:1+9

23 = 58

PBC Women Winners

33:Oh-

1973

Robin Emery
Ellsworth
Robin Emery

197U

Robin Em^ry

31 :08

1975

Robin Emery

29:10

1976

Joan Bpnoit
Cape Elizabeth
Lynn Jennings
Haywood, Ma
Marcia Giglio
Augusta

28:19

1972

1977

1978

32:02

28:20
3^:01

*** ******* ** *************

TROPHIES &<
AWARDS
When you order trophies and awards for
those special moments in life y- i know you
can rely on Economy Trophy.
T ■ :oimy is only
one side of the story. I believe, that quality
will be you greatest asset to your■ award.
Seeing is believing ... Write or call us for your' free catalog
or estimates.

iitarA hQUr.s •
Mon.-Fri.
2:00 - 5:00
oat. morning 9:00-12:00

♦Prompt service

♦Engraving

♦Trophies

♦Plaques

Economy Trophy
Bob Hagopian
109 Main Sto
Madison. Me. O’+O^O
696-J 3*4-8

MA1BE1S. RUMMERS
WHO ARE THEY

Preston Hood III

'A

Age: 36

Town: Mt. Chase Pit.
Years running: 6
Birthplace: Fall River, Ma
Current job/profession: carpenter - self employed
Trained job/profession: BA English UMass/Boston;
scuba diver
Approximate number of races run each year:
12
Typical weekly milage: 75-90
General types of training done: pavement, gravel roads, hills
and more hills, fartlek, some interval work when I get th*>
chance.
Usually one good long run of about 20 miles each week.
Reasons for running: enjoy time alone to think, relax, meditate;
running and these go hand in hand.
Health, and therapy are
other reasons I run.
Reasons for racing: I enjoy participation with a group of people.
Enjoy other runners. Satisfaction in seeing my discipline pay off.
Running goals: To run a sub 3:00 marathon, to run Baa.
To run
50 miler, and 100 miler;to keep running my entire life.

Top three career races:
Calais to Eastport 29 Miler (1978) - 3:33:32
Ocean Stat'-' Marathon (1976) - 3=10:55
Life Health Marathon- (1978) 5.1 Fun Race Mars Hill, Me. (Jan.79) 36:00

(2nd place)

*♦*♦♦♦* **♦*♦*★♦***♦*

Race Results
Maine Track..Club Womens. 3-Mlle Invitational
March 4
at SMVTI, So. Portland
41 finishers
21. Cathy Martin
1 . Jana Lynch
22. Geri Grannell
17:25
2. Kim Beaulieu
17:26
23. Debbie Colton
18:09
24. Martha S^one
Wendy Thaxter
Marsha Giglio
18:12
25.Irene Trindle
Kelly Hoskins
18:21
26. Peggy Page
18:32
Ruth Johnson
27. Joyce Cook
7. Barbara Coughlin 18: 54
28. J panne Berthiaume
8. Cathy Walz
19:03
29. Nancy Lariviere
9. Debbie Loranger 19 = 57
30. Michelle Robert
10. Karen Grommett
20:07
31. Marion Leschey
20:4i
11.ihoebe Adams
32. Monica Kincaid
20:4?
12. Maureen M< rin
33. Martha Ghur
20:56
13. Betsey Way
34. Nancy Whitcomb
14. sandy Brown
21:11
35. Yolanda Degreons
15. Kristina Gordon 21:12
36. Dorothy Stockard
Ib.Sally Paterson
21 :12
37-Phyllis Libby
17. Jane Dolley
21 :4?
380Mavourneen Thompson
18. Amy Winston
21 :54
39. Mary Robert-Barden
40. Claudia Gerow
19. Karen Robert
22:12
20.Lynd a 1ro vo51
41 .Doris Johnson
22 :16

e:
I;

22
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
23
24
24
24
24
24
25
25
25
25
25
27
36

27
03
10
13
18
20
3’+
42
54
04
10
16
19
27
02
11
23
28
40
32
21

UP NOW
EVENT
When you take part in National Run For Life
Day, you’ll be one of the many thousands of
beginning and experienced runners in over
60 cities across the U.S. to participate in the
world’s largest running event.
But you’ll be doing more than that. You’ll also
be supporting an extremely worthwhile cause.
By raising pledges from sponsors in your com
munity, for each mile you complete, you’ll be
helping the American Heart Association, the
Road Runners Club, and Connecticut Mutual
Life reach a one million dollar national goal.
The money you raise will be used locally for
the research and prevention of this country’s
number one killer, heart disease.
Of course there is one more good reason.
You’ll be helping your own heart, too.
National Run
For Life Day is
for everyone.
It’s an untimed
DAY MAY 19,1979
fun run for the
whole family. So
use the coupon
below to register
with your local
Connertiart
office of the
American Heart
Association today.
And you’ll make
AMERICAN
many hearts feel
HEART
better.
ASSOCIATION

NATIONAL
RUN FOR LIFE
RUN
FOR
LIFE

MAY 19,1979
NATIONAL RUN FOR LIFE DAY

Main© Heart Assoc.-Attn: Fred Judkins?F»C. Box 7M , Augusta OU33O

YOU’LL MAKE MANY HEARTS FEEL BETTER.
I’d like to participate in National Run For Life Day. Enclosed is my $3.00 registration fee, for which
1 will receive a National Run For Life Day T-shirt, button, and sponsorship forms. (You’ll also be
eligible for gift certificates and prizes.) My T-shirt size is: □ S, □ M, □ L, □ XL.
Name______________________________________________________________________________________
Address_____________________________________________ __ ____ ____

City____________________________________________ State________________ Zip__________________
Make checks or M.O.’s payable to Run For Life Day.

Maine Heart Assoc.-Attn: Fred Judkins, Run for Life Coordinator,
B.O. Box 7^1, Augusta, Me. 0^330

Running
by Rick Wells

Running has filled a major part of me

When I experience its' joy and pain.
Running gives meaning and sets me free,

Life without it would be dull and plain.

I like the challenge that comes with a race
®>

When the miles I've run are put to the test.
I like the long runs at an easy pace,

When the joy of life is felt with zest.

Never am I closer to the wind and the rain

Than when I run the windy roads and trails.
I feel the elements each day I train,

Where the sereneness of nature prevails.

Yes, I love to run, and if you ask why:
I want to know I've lived when I come to die

Three Sports Editors
by

Rick Krause

The influence of the press on any sport, be it a minor one
or not, is significant.
Tied in vzith the growth of running Ln
Maine has been an accompanying increase in the amount of ink
found in the state's newspapers, covering running events or
focosing on individual runners.
Yet, even today only a few sports writers are doing all
the work - all the running pronuti^u, as it m-y be.
It is the
purpose of this article to (1) celebrate the fact that we do
have a few interested columnists around who want to help us,
and (2) to look into the working lives of these individuals and
ask "why" •
why do they take the time? Three editors who have
taken the time are Ve^n lutney (lortland Press Herald). Bob
Haskell (Bangor Daily News) and Bob Shank (The Gazette). Putney
is most ncted among runners pe- haps from his regular column in
the Sunday Telegram and from his contributions over the years
of excellent coverage of the sport in southern Maine. Bob
Haskell, for several years, has be--n on the scene in central
Maine covering all types of running events - from the Brewer Mad
Witch 16-Miler to the Ma^ne Invitational Indoor Track Champion
ships at Colby, Hoi. ort chunk has re lu up a big piece of the
sport for public view in the Dexter area with his Gazette.
Always present at road races in his area, Shank typically tapes
conversations with runner's and proceeds to fill the sports page
with vertually everything surrounding the event. He 1
been
largely responsible for generating interest in running -.n the
local area.
Back to the question of "why". It would see® that these
writers, themselves, must have taken some active part in snorts
during their lifetimes, and the answer to this is yes in all
three cases. Bob Shank now runs about five days a week to stay
in shape and in the past he competed in high school cross-country
and track while living in 1ennsylvania.
He now plays in a volley
ball league in Dexter as well.
Bob Haskel] of the Dally News also has an early running
background with three years of cross-country at Hermon and one
year in trqck as a senior. His present exercise interests
Include some easy running ano w«ignr training.
Vern Putney is the only of the three writers with no running
experience, although he admits to have run the Portland Boys
Club 5-I'iler once in 1937 quite unprepared and with a pair of
borrowed sneakers. Vern's great love has been baseball, for the
most part, yet he has played golf all of bis life and competed
in many pro-amateaur tournaments prior to and right after WWTI.
The Lyna, i.ass. native who has spent almost all of his life in
Maine, got ho-kpd on covering running events because of the grejt
"fascjnation" which the marathon, in particular, offered.
The
great marathoners like DeMar were the folk heros of the day,
Vern remarked.

What were a>me cf the tilings which attracted these writers to
indulge in covering running to the extent that they have? Bob
Shank found that it was the nature of the people in the sport
that made it attractive. They were somehow different than the
typical win or die types found in some other sports. "There are
no losers in a road race", Bob says.
Bob Haskell became attracted to writing about running, for
one thing, because it was the only sport he understood since
he had participated in it.
However, even as his knowledge and
expertise in other sports grew with time and experience, he
maintained close contact with the running world. He believes
that "running is a wide open territory to sportswriters".
Futney, who was turned toward running because of its
"fascination", as previously mentioned, found "a sympathetic
ear", as he phrased it, to the runners and gave them coverage
because shutting them out of the media could do only harm to the
growth of the sport.
He feels this way about all sports and
consequently has been very receptive to other so-called "minor"
sports. Yet, Vernalso emphasizes that anything that goes into
the newspaper must be justified (if anything so that he can live
with his colleagues). That justification became apparent with
the emergence of Ralph Thomas, Ken Flanders, Joan Benoit?and
Bruce Bickford who have become at one time or other, national
figures in the running world.
You would expect that s ports editors would get a considerable
amount of public pressure to write about the big spectator sports
as opposed to individual, participant sports like LDR, Bob
Haskell and Bob Shank both felt that the public, to a great
extent, took it for granted that basketball, football, and base
ball (the big three) would get adequate coverage, as has always
been the case. According to their views, there seamed to be
more pressure from the minor sports for space and this was where
the tangle occurred - making everybody happy - a vertual imposs
ibility. Yet, these writers do the best they can with the space
they have and the fact is that many times the amount of
coverage (photos, for instance) can be restricted quite substan
tially by the people who set up the material in the final process
before printing.
A page is only so big.
You might expect that these writers might view themselves as
"promoters of running" in some degree. Bob Shank considered his
writing to be a supporting effort to carry out one of his own
philosophies - basically running in general and specifically
adult participation in the sport. Putney believed that 90$ of
everything on the sports page is promotional, anyway, but that
its presence should also be justified, as mentioned earlier.
Bob Haskell viewed his writing as a way of verbalizing the sport
so that it had moaning to both those who competed in it and for
those who did not compete.
Haskell summed it up when he said,
"I write for the cab drivers", who in his estimation, know more
about sports than anyone, (at least in New York City).
Running is a very personal, individualistic sport and it
might be assumed that the people involved in it are somewhat
unique when compared to other athletes, particularly athletes of
team sports.
Here is how the sports editors sized up their
running subjects.
"Runners, as a group, have a higher intellect
and are more articulate than any other class of athlete that I
interview", was the opinion of Bob Haskell of the Bangor Daily
News. Venn Putney saw runners as being very"articulate and

intellectual", and that they are very turned to writing
letters (all of which he appreciates) to him about his
running column in the Sunday Telegram. Vern said that
runners can make a lot of nolsp for a group of their size.
Bob Shank feels that runners are very much the same type
of people that are involved in other sports, but he emphasized
that they seem to draw a large amount of personal satisfaction
in their competition. As noted previously, Bob felt that "there
are no losers among runners.
Whether you are M-Oth or 1st, you
can achieve satisfaction", the Dexter runner-writer noted.
1 wanted to know, of these writers, if and why their cover
age of running events gave them a certain rewarding feeling.
Vern iutney believed, simply, that it was rewarding because it
had news value and that the public should be aware of it.
Space in the newspaper was justified because the sport was
there® Bob Shank's satisfaction stemmed from seeing partici
pants of a 11 levels benefitting from the activity, just as he,
himself, achieves something from his own running.
In final note, I asked a 11 three editors if there was
anything at all which they disliked about covering or writing
about running events. Bob Haskell, who I interviewed at the
Maine Invitational Indoor Track Meet at Colby this past winter,
said, as we sat in the press box overlooking the track acti
vities below, that track meets and other running events basi
cally have a small following of spectators. He pointed out
below us the scarcity of onlookers, even in that championship
meet.
Bob Shank had no noteworthy negative experiences in his
running coverage, and added that he always had all the help
he needed in regard to the sport, whether this was from race
directors, talking with runners after the race, or whatever.
Vern Putney's only regret was that he could not be at
all places at all times during the course of a race so as to
get the best photographs and the best perspectives of the
flow of the race as it unfolded.
He said that the lead car
was not always the best place to be located.
Vern also said, of his BAA Marathon experience, that the
confusion at the finish of that race had something to be
desired. He has spent some frustrating moments rolling over
fallen bodies at the Prudential Center, looking for Maineacs.
Dog tags this year?
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Race directors:
Looking for something unique
to award at your rac<=? Give the
trophy that doesn't collect dust
Phidippidos Running Money.
Great for birthdays and
graduation too.
25 Hammond Street
Bangor. Maine 04401

9*+2-362?

ATTENTION

LOOK FOR THE GR.-lKD OPENING OF
PHILIPP IDES IN I )RTLnND LN nPRIL.

A Runnax.'.s,. Odyssey. by Deke Talbot
Fart III
Pizza Recipe (continued)
Start Baking on pizza pan (about 5 min. at 450°); then add shredded cheese
and sauteed mushrooms. Continue baking until cheese has melted and has started
to turn brown. NEVER ADD PEPPERONI.
Enjoy with Heineken Beer which has been cooled in the freezer for at
least 10 minutes before serving. Use frosted beer glass.

October 19: Athens to Mykonos
A passage back in time. Leaving the touristy, class-A establishment which
provided a decompression chamber into another culture, I took a taxi to
the port of Piraeus, with its ships and cranes projecting a feeling of 19thcentury optomism; from thence aboard a small ferry to the isle of Mykonos.
As we slipped by the islands of Syros and Tinos, utterly treeless, interlaced
with networks of stone walls, it seemed incredible that people would choose
to live there, but here is Steve telling me how such islands, with their
commerce and power under the Delian League, actually underwrote the glory
that was Greece. From our view of the islands, we could actually be aboard a
fifth-century B.C. merchantman, and the crew would have seen nothing peculiar.

Soon Mykonos appeared in the distance, dark and featureless except for
a spot of whiteness in its center. The whiteness then resolved itself into
a dense, whitewashed little village in the harbor. At last I had found the
picture of Greece 1 held in my mind, of the brilliantly white houses counter
pointing the intense blue of the sky. After taking a tender ashore (the govern
ment has been scheduling to construct docks at Mykonos since time immemorial),
Steve, the girls and 1 were met immediately by the inhabitants offering lodgings.
We were then led into the whitewashed maze of streets (constructed to confuse
marauding pirates) to a boarding-house where we dropped our gear. After walking
back out to the shorefront, Steve and the girls wanted to browse in the shops,
while I wanted to take a run. I had hoped to have Steve as a running partner,
but I am afraid his heel bruise will prevent it. Heading back into the maze, I
realized with dismay that I had no idea where my gear was located, no recollection
of landmarks. Within five minutes I was so lost I couldn't even find my way back
to the waterfront. In frustration I decided to take a run anyway, though wearing
bulky street clothes and a nylon windbreaker and carrying a camera.
I find unique satisfaction in taking these frustration runs. Bulky clothes
swishing, camera swinging, I plunged into the steep hillside, feeling the effort
with every step. Through the thickening dusk I headed up until the asphalt road
gave way to gravel, and then to a rocky path between the high stone walls. Run
ning away from the harbor, upon the crest of the Kill, I could see a moonscape
which extended to the water on the far side of the island. The only noticeable
feature was the network of stone walls. I guess this means that the Greeks are
good neighbors, but like Robert Frost I might ask what they were walling in or
walling out. Perhaps it is the wind, which was beginning to chill me after my
sweaty ascent. After my descent, I found that my wits had collected themselves,
and I found my lodgings. Finally I have a little mellowness to suit the temper
of this place.
October 20:
I have come to the irrefutable conclusion that I have just eaten the best
bread on earth.
There are no signs on the bakeries on Mykonos, but we only had to follow
our noses. Even our jaded, unpracticed noses were reliable here, where the
narrow, steep streets collect the odors and prevent their escape. The fresh
hot bread we bought this morning probably was made from flour ground yester
day in the nearby windmills. After flavoring the dough with anise, raisins and
lemon juice, it is baked in wood ovens. Breakfast for each of us was two slabs
of bread and a muffin, which took three-quarters of an hour to eat.

I find that I am probably eating less than 1 do at home, probably
because I have no place to store large amounts of food for later consumption. Also, the bread is exquisitely filling, and the olive oil coats the
stomach. I am getting satisfaction out of all the ('.reek dishes I have sam
pled so far, at least those from the restaurants and bakeries. The hotel
food was not as good because in the fear of offending the German, French and
American tourists, the hotel chef seemed to limit himself to bland, limp
noodles and white rice. In truth, he shouldn't have worried. Wo need the
rich, adventurous food as fuel for all the walking we have to do on vacat ion, wi th no car .
Then, of course, there is the running. 1 marvel that every place I have
yet visited has some incredible resistance-running courses within walking
distance of where I stay. In Athens it is the hills; on Mv konos the hill s
and the winds share the billing. This afternoon 1 took a bus to tin’ far end
of t iie island, to a once-secluded sand beach now being built up because o 1
the easy access, and ran back across the island to the v i11 age, i n t lie i ;)(■(?
of the famed Aegean wind known as the mi tend. Up the hi I Isi de, a I eng the
now-familiar moonscaped ridge accented by the tinv white churches hi i i It bv
the citizens as votive offerings, a n i ne.-m i imtc mile was fast enough. Run
ning into the wind is not my favorite pastime but I accepted it this ( ime
because it seemed to be payment in kind. This morning's bread was milled
hv this very wind. Now it was extracting from me some of the calories that
it had given me six hours before.

October 21:
A f ew ref 1 ce t i c >n s on M’, konos . 1 have t lie
I
represent the most foreign experience of this
tire, there a re
a few flashes of familiarity, ‘inch as the rocky shoreline; but mv pc'int o I
observation is of the people, with their profound attachment to Eastern Ort bo
doxy. With such activities as the religious parade which tramped down the main
street by the waterfront, the church maintains itself, appa t ent. 1 v , as a social
focal point. I cannot tell whether the peop1e part ic ipate i n sue h pa rades lor
religious reasons or simple to please the? iimri sts, but i n anv event i t g i ves
them a band-hold upon a culture' which will dist i n i 11 i s 11 I hem 1 mm us . St eve.
and f debated yesterday about the ident itv and or i ent at ion of the culture,
He identified it with the west because of Greec e' s pr<>1 mind h i sto i i c.t I contributions to western thought, politics and s< i once. 1 ma i nt a i n a di1ferent
perspective: that there was no clear schism i n t lie c i v i I i zed woi 1d until the
division of the Roman Empire under Constantine, and t ha t sime t
Greece has looked
away I tom Rome. Christianity
much of a bond; G
complete Iv apart f 11 >m
icism, and tno |wro elint e lies severed I
am i d excommiin i mi t tons
l eer imi nat ions.
> i r in* I a. 'ii< :• fl. >m i i.
eels did Dot > i >m< I o H
una1t e red pIoee; our int! uc nce is t h;i of an am mint oI ancient Greece as
preserved bv the Roman Church during lx' Middle Ages . But bow can I argue
whether Greece i s Has t <i t West un t i i
can identiIv what East or West means?
f suppose the clincher for me is the f ood . wli i <h , a f t er all, oc c up i es
a dominant place in mv causeimisness. The food ol Greece i s cIe.irIv Mi ddIe
East, with such dishes as moussaka and the sweet I iIo past r i es . all of wli i ch
have Turkish or Arabian equivalents,
Anot lie i liea i I -pound i ng r un io burn oIf some of t icose ll i dd1e Has tern
c .i I " i i c—.. I h is time I went from i ho v i I I ago t o the’ oilier eti.l
eti'l o I t he i s I and ,
over 1 road which is still undo r i oustr111 t ion. I have d i sc-overed t ha t a I I
ti’.c main roads follow tiic s|ioi <■ I I no , where- t lie lew t oi 11 i st hotel s a re locale < I
and more, a I as , w i I 1 be bui It . The new road under const reel ion is proof o I
r hat .

October 22_: Athens
I returned from Mykonos on the ferry last night, along with Steve and the
girls. From Piraeus we took a subway to Omonia Square in Athens, and then went
on a painful walk of nearly a mile to the Syntagma hotel section, dragging our
luggage. Why 1 din't leave my heaviest luggage at one of the tourist bureaus
in Athens I will never know, except 1 didn't have any idea what I would need
or want while on Mykonos. Also, there was the problem that 1 didn't have the
loggiest idea where my stuff was packed.
We finally found lodgings at the Hotel Carolina, an adequate budget spot
near the center of the city, and I was so tired I could eat no more than a
cheese sandwich and a cup of yogurt before going to bed.
This morning, an explosion of sound. The swirl of a hopelessly chaot ic
swirl of traffic in the narrow streets, honking their irritating multi-toned
horns, contending with trucks unloading goods at the stores, the vendors hawk I ng
pastries, roasted chestnuts and lottery tickets, plus the clogged stream of
pedestrians. After the peace of Mykonos, this is indeed a shock, and to add
to the misery 1 couldn’t find any of the delightful bread.
With the now-familiar motley breakfast sloshing inside, 1 decided to
tackle the downtown traffic on the run. With three years' experience dodging
the traffic in Portland (a well-known guerilla training-base for Boston
drivers), I figured 1 had a chance. Let it now be known, however, that down
town Athens is the Pike's Peak of urban running. For one thing, I could not
calculate the traffic flow. I conclude that there are three styles of urban
driving, scaled from best to worst:
1. New York Style: If another driver hesitates and leaves you a hole,
take it.
2. Boston Style: If there is an existing hole, drive for 1L whether or not
the other drivers are giving you any leeway.
3. Athenian Style: If you want to get somewhere, drive straight for it
whether there is any hole or not. Maybe you'll make one.
The trolleys and the pedestrians added their efforts to make an eight-minute
mile virtually impossible (except on the hood of one of the cars).
I finally fought the current up to Syntagma Square, and after running
back and forth along the next street, managed to dash across to the
>tional
Gardens, a lush semitropical 200-acre park in the very heart of the city.
Here, indeed, is one of those memorable running-spots of a lifetime. Entering
the gate of the Gardens, one passes under a line of massive palms, into the
honeycomb of paths surrounded by grape arbors, pools, fountains and vegetation
so lush that the sounds of traffic are completely muffled. Several resident
peacocks scuttle underfoot. The clacking birds alone have the privilege to
speak here; a spell overtakes the rest of us. For this place was designed for
the practice of meditation, the Greek way; clothed in a simple, dark suit,
gently walking, head slightly downcast, hands clasped behind the back. This
style of meditation, so unique to the Greek, seems a compromise of his dual
East-West identity, a balance between the still Lotus of the East and the
running of impatient, mobile Western man who expresses his spiritual release
through physical activity.
Tonight we had our first real contact with a Greek family, though 1 sus
pect that they are considerably Westernized. Steve had met Andreos and Vicki
while in Germany; Andreos is a doctor who had some contacts with the Dental
Service, in which Steve works. Steve had gone to visit them ahead of Lime, leaving
us the street and address to meet them. The girls and J took a taxi and gave the
driver the street address, and had the dismay of watching him cut through side
street afler side street, maintaining a confident air, without the slightest
idea where this street was. Somehow we got a< ross to him that it was near t lie
waterfront, and from there he could ask for directions. But his fear of embarrasment
probably cost us about 100 drachmas.

Andreos and Vicki treated us to cheeseburgers, a glorified macaroni
dish, and some ('.reek music on a fancy stereo set, and left us with the
dlstict impression they are not votir everyday Athenian family- for one
thing, they had an expensive1v-furnished four-room townhouse with balcony
in a city where the housing shortage is severe, and shelter of any kind
frightfully expensive except for the budget hotels. Obviously their income
is far above the median.
Tiie other distiction concerns something I did not even see. In the
course of discussion they mentioned their dog Rolf, a large, purebred
German Shepherd which was in a pen outside the apartment. It was clear
that Andreos did not desire to show him to us because the dog, utterly
devoted to them, can be extremely violent, without any warning, toward
strangers. He spoke with a tinge of pride when mentioning that the animal
would lunge for the jugular vein of anyone, even Andreos’ own triends, who
would be roughiiousing around him.
My feelings about dogs are ambivalent, of course: like most runners 1
have unfriendly encounters from time to time, hut I have fond, glowing
memories of the dog of mv boyhood. I have become fairly adept at judging the
ilispos i I ion o f one urn i 1 ig dogs , mos t <> I whom a r<■ simply < a I I v i iig out their
territorial imperatives. In 12 years of running L have been bitten but once.
Virtually any animal, left in its natural state, will telecast a warning before
launching an attack, and this giverme time to leave the scene, file code of
nature's law appears to require that when an .animal has emotions ol fear,
anger or the dominance drive triggered by the presence of another animal within
its critical social zone, it must telecast this warning to give the intruder
an opportunity to withdraw. Such inhibitions must exist, or else all social
animals would have become extinct; nature's "moral" .ode has a very practical
basis.
An animal which attacks without preliminary warning, unless it intends
to eat what it catches, bears the imprint of human breeding for a perverted
purpose. This dog's genes bear the imprint of breeding for military put poses,
which require attack from stealth. The inhibitory mechanisms of normal aggression
are leached out, leaving pure, human-enginee red violence. Andreos and Vicki
sought a dog, with these characteristics because of their adherence to a frontier
ethic. It should be < leal that America is not the only tiat ion troubled by a
frontier mentality.
October 23:
Today js my last full day in Athens before going tn Germany, and 1 used
it as a day of repose. In any long vacation it is necessary to take a break
from the vacation itself; a day to lie low, to do little, ft was nearly noon
before 1 ventured out to gather mv breakfast from the pastry-shops. T t lien
walked up to Syntagma Snuare to eat my breakfast in the sunshine at one of the
mvriad tables in the squate. Hue of ihe hoobv-t I .ips of Svntagma is the underground
f~ f ep-shop , invisible t row I hr road, out of which an off i <■ i oiis I ill Ie wai t c r
i!
at one of tiie t ah 1 es. The wait el w i I I oI course
wi 1 1 pop whenever a pers on
•meth i ng in order to keep p i 11 ing there; if you say no,
'Jeniand that voii ordor
prepare for an i in comfort able st.a r i ng-secs i on I rent rhe fellow. ,1 t was too much for
me ;
shied away Lo a far table.
file streets were much quieter today, with all the Sunday traffic on t he
main roads. Al) the narrow streets wore quiet except for Pandrosson Street,
with its line ot shops selling copperware, wool clothing and pottery to the
tourists. I Ioui.d it a pleasant spot to do some early Christmas shopping, with
the caveat that 1 would have to carry these things with me for ten more days.
With mv new belongings back al the hotel. I took a run through I lie north section
of thi' city, through some sect ions I had not seen before. I ran through another
park, decked with flowers and marbled busts of heroes ot the Creek War of 1 iidepend

This park, however, did not rate quite so highly as the National Gardens as
a running area, because the paths were asphalt. I continued my run to the
hill on the northeast corner of the city, climbing above the smog, and once
again I encountered the streets with built-in ribbing to give traction on the
steep grades.

October 24:Athens to Heidelberg
Finally, this morning, I ran to the summit of Lycabettus. There are not
too many major cities with a 1000-foot peak jutting up directly in the middle,
and of course the view from the top is in great demand. The first tenant of
this privileged eyrie was an Orthodox monastery; a swanky new restaurant now
shares the view. Some of the grades were indescribable; but at least there were
stairs to crawl up. After my descent to the chaos of the city, I went on my
daily breakfast hunt; and finally, some success...I found a bakery with some
fresh hot bread, less than a block from where 1 had trod countless times in
hunger.
This afternoon I left friendly, chaotic Athens by air to Zurich, thence
by train to Heidelberg. The curtain was closed upon one culture, and opened
into another. One curtain that clearly was to fall on me was the cloud-mass
that became visible as we flew over the Alps. As we descended into the clouds
as we approached Zurich, I decided to say goodbye to the sun until I leave
Germany. Steve, who had already gone back to Heidelberg on a military flight,
has told me what to expect; mild, cloudy weather persists in the Baden-Wurtemburg
province of Germany throughout the fall.
Passing through foggy, dark Zurich and getting my train tickets, I realize
that my passage to Germany will give me only a tunnel-view; and after the noise
and excitement of Athens my impressions would be somewhat distorted. But even
with this preparation I was impressed by the cleanliness, the quiet, well-oiled
efficiency of the people, their buildings and machines. The language barrier
became less of a problem, especially in Switzerland, where all the officials
could switch without effort from German to English to French. Of course, all
this competence causes a traveller to lower his guard and not check for possible
mistakes. The traveller is lulled into the belief that no mistake could possibly
be made; and if he detects what he believes to be a mistake, he would hesitate
to mention it, for fear of receiving a lecture explaining how he, t'e traveller,
was mistaken. In Basel, Switzerland, 1 paid 34 Swiss Francs (obtained with heavy
dollar casualties) for a first-class fare (the only class available) from Basel
to Mannheim, Germany. Because the clerk forgot to give me a receipt for the
payment of the first-class supplemental fare, I had to fork over an additional
20 Deutsche Marks to the conductor aboard the train.
I was virtually alone on the train. The quiet was overwhelming. Occasionally
I spoke to myself to reassure that I hadn't gone deaf. I had forgotten how
smooth, how pleasing a train ride can be, and as I glid through the dark, clean
countryside, my visions of efficiency and order were enhanced.
Arriving in Heidelberg at 11:00 P.M., I reached for a coin to call Steve's
apartment. I then found I had sacrificed my last Deutsche Mark to the conductor
on the train. I was lucky enough to wheedle a clerk to take exchange for a 5franc Swiss coin, and 20 minutes later Steve arrived in his motorcycle. Kicking
his big BMW road bike into gear, Steve took us up the hills surrounding the
Neckar River Valley into the countryside. A full moon was out, which Steve
found inexplicable. Passing through the gentle night, with air so mild I didn't
need a windbreaker, I didn't ask for an explanation. I only knew that if the
motorcyle dealers could demonstrate their products to their customers on such
a night, people would be trading in their Cadillacs for a Harley.
October 26: Gauangelloch
Steve is working during the week, and I am still somewhat confined to
his apartment-house in this hamlet outside of Heidelberg. After that moonlit
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motorcycle ride Monday night, the clouds regained the upper hand, and I
never did see the sun. With the cloudy, hazy weather, nightfall comes quickly,
and both days here 1 have been out running after dark. This is not as risky
as it would have been in Athens, for at least the German drivers turn on their
headlight s.
Outside of my run, the only time I ventured out yesterday was to the local
market, where I picked up some substantial bread and some of the magnificent
bAeIP_en> the gigantic russet pears. As I went behind the produce-counter to
pick out some of the biggest and juiciest, I was "helped" by a plump little
woman who insisted on picking them out for me, probably having heard horror
stories of fruit-pinching and squeezing Americans. 1 muttered, "I'll try
funf (five)", and immediately realized the confusion caused by attempting to
mix languages; the word "try" sounds like drei (three). What do von do when
some foreigner says to you,
1 11 three...fj ve"? Whv, you give him four, of
course. And this is exactly what happened to me.
On my run yesterday, 1 had a chance to marvel at the compactness of the
landscape, how efficiently land is used when it is at a premium. How else
can one explain how sixty million people Live in a county the size of Oregon
and still leave plenty of room for farms, vineyards, orchards and mountains?
In the course of a ten-mile run here it is possible to pass through three or
four major towns, through a game preserve, under a forest of enormous beech
trees, through an orchard, past two or three large farms, and up some heart
pounding hills. The reason, of course, is the lack of urban sprawl. Heidel
berg, with a population of 160,000, empties into open land only three miles’
from the center of the city. Mannheim, with a population of 330,000, is distinct from Heidelberg though only ten miles awav. This compactness is caused
by the lack of single-family homes; Steve's apartment, for example, occupies
half of the bottom floor of a two-story house not significantly larger than
an American home. There seems to be sufficient room, but privacy suffers;
the landlady, who lives in the other ground-fLoor unit, often passes through
a door into Steve's apartment and uses what appears to be a common sta i rwav.
One actually gets used to it rather quickly.
Today, after figuring out the transit schedule well enough to get into
Heidelberg and walking up the steep hillside in time for a tour of the castle
of the Electors of Hanover, I was delayed somewhat by bus connections and didn't
make it back to Steve's apartment until after dark. Still, I went for a run,
and to avoid getting lost I stayed on one main road; three miles of a steady
upgrade, turn around, and three miles back down. I simply can't get over the
frequency and size of the hills wherever I have yet run over here.
Oct ober 27:
Steve is still working, so my mobility is limited, but I did decide to
take another run on that 3-mile upgrade to see what it looks like in daylight.
After climbing to the crest of the road, I turned off onto a forest path which
continued to rise. The forest paths are wide and well-kept here, showing evidence
of some avid cross-country skiers who keep them maintained. But with the honey
comb of paths, and the everlasting cloud cover obscuring the position of the
sun, I became disoriented. Fortunately, there is always a road nearby, and as
soon as 1 found one all I needed to do was follow the path of least resistance:
back downhill.

October 28:
Another trip via the transit system to Heidelberg today. I was able to
pick up a cut-rate excursion ticket from Munich to Athens for Sunday, meaning
that tomorrow will he my only day to sample German culture. Stewing in Steve's
apartment right now with Little to do, I am getting psyched up; he has planned

a fulL day.

I couldn't get in much running today, but I did do some substantial
walking doing some shopping and going to the Hauptbanhof to make my train
reservations to Munich where I will catch my flight. I would suggest to any
runner to take a three- or four-mile walk once in a while; it teaches
patience and sharpens the powers of observation. Besides, walking is the
best way to digest this wonderful, rich German bread; although when the bread
produces its rich, powerful farts, I would suggest running away from the scene.
October 29: The Vineyards
My stay in Germany, however long it could have been, couldn’t have ended
on a better note.
Steve has been taking German lessons from Professor Eugene Traub of the
village of Malsch, about 20 miles distant from Steve’s apartment. Herr Professor
had given.Steve an open invitation to visit during the grape-harvesting season
and help Herr Traub’s neighbor, Lothar, with the harvest. Steve was able to
fit in the visit so it would coincide with my time in Germany.
We arrived at Herr Traub’s at about 9:30 A.M. It was too early for picking,
because the day was still cool and misty and the grapes must be relatively dry
when picked. While we waited for Lothar to give the signal to go to the fields,
we had a light breakfast of tea and coffee cake (no matter that I had eaten a
big bowl of oatmeal at Steve’s place earlier), and played with the Traubs’
bilingual children.
Finally Lothar’s little tractor came rumbling by, dragging three large vats
behind it. Following the tractor, we walked to the fields, scarcely 100 yards
from the house. Behind the houses stretched a 40-ac.re plot of grapevines, neatly
trellised and manicured. It appeared that each member of the community owned a few
rows of grapes, with the only lines of demarcation being the changes in the
varieties of grapes grown. It would have been impossible for me to discern Lothar's
plot except that he was growing a white variety while the adjacent tract was grow
ing a red variety.
Once we arrived at the spot, the work was short but Intense. Some of us were
given grape-shears and buckets, and began working our way down the long, welltended rows. We had instructions to pick everything, especially the moldy grapes
(as long as they held together in a bunch; these would be the sweeter grapes).
Another person, usually Steve, would shoulder a large container, backrack-fashion,
into which the pickers would pour their buckets. The backpacker would return with
a full load to the vats behind the tractor and, twisting his shoulders, empty the
load. 1 tried backpacking a couple of times; carrying the load was tolerable, but
I never could get the hang of unloading. When I tried to lean down to one of the
loading-vats, the shoulder straps would begin to slip off, and I would need help
from someone to lift the pack from the bottom. As an additional adventure, I would
have to climb a stepladder to be able to unload the contents of the backpack, and I
aad visions of careening off the ladder with grapes flying everywhere. I decided
to return to my rightful occupation as a grape-picker.
In scarcely two hours the work was over, and we had 1,700 kilograms of grapes
in the three vats. Lothar then drove his tractor around to a waiting-line, joining
about 25 other harvesters queuing up to the cooperative pressing-plant (leave It to
German efficiency to have everything from grapevine to bottling at the same location
Lothar now would have to wait for his grapes to be pressed and analyzed, so
he invited us to the cellar of his house and brought out some of his stock of
Qualitatwein for us to sample. As we sat at the table in his simple, clean cellar,
Lothar’s wife appeared with a hearty Mittagessen: noodles, beef, pickled beans
and salad. More Qualitatwein appeared, of course, with this midday dinner. To deny
Lothar and his wife the chance to repay me for my work would have been rude: so
I politely gorged myself.
Thus fortified, I was of course in ideal shape for a run. Explaining as drama
tically as I could that I was to leave to run 14 kilometers, I slipped out and
stripped to my ever-present running gear. I started slowly, with stomach sagging
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